R’CLEAN

«R’CLEAN: the air purifier designed to clean indoor air in all
professional environments!. »
WHY USE AN AIR PURIFIER?

We spend 90% of our time indoors, and 9 hours each day sharing this space with others. We do
not pay much attention to the air we breathe, yet we should. Indoor air is 5 times more polluted
than outdoor air.
Public spaces, such as offices, are places that are conducive to the proliferation of bacteria, viruses,
dust, allergens, chemical vapors and odors. In addition to all these bacteria and other allergens,
there is also carbon dioxide (CO2).

IMPROVED AIR WILL BRING FATIGUE, DECLINE CONCENTRATION AND PRODUCTIVITY,
INCREASE IN ABSENTEISM

DISCREET AND EFFICIENT
R’CLEAN, how it works?

R’CLEAN has been designed to install easily and operate
discreetly to enjoy everywhere indoor air healthy and pure. It
purifies the air in 4 steps :
1. Pre-filter captures and removes large particles and
pollutants.
2. Activated carbon filter absorbs odors and VOCs.
3. The ionization system will electrically charge the harmful
particles to weigh them down and thus absorb them more
quickly.
4. Finally R'CLEAN benefits in addition to the UV function. This
air treatment is particularly effective against germs,
microbes, viruses and bacteria. In short, everything that is
alive and that is likely to make you sick. In addition, it
oxidizes VOCs and odors

CAPACITY OF AIR TREATMENT : 160m3/h
for a aera of about : 35m2

THE ADVANTAGES
Smart analysis of air quality

In addition to many additional functions
such as the timer, the 5 speed levels, and
the filter change indicator, R'CLEAN will
automatically inform you about the ambient
air quality thanks to its indicator light quality
indicator.
the
air.
There are 4 levels :
• Blue: excellent air quality
• Yellow: normal air quality
• Purple: poor air quality
• Red: very bad air quality
Finally, its 360 ° technical design of
cylindrical shape allows a better purification
and air circulation while being more
compact and better than air purifiers of
traditional rectangular shape.

DIMENSIONS

You will also find in the same range
the compact air purfier R’PURE

22 cm

TECHNICLAS FEATURES
Materials
ABS
SAP no.

Colour

Dimensions

Warranty

Net weight

EAN code

400110240

White

34 cm x 22 cm

2 years

1,8 kg

3595560028078

